North Cape woman dies in house fire

NORTH CAPE MAY — North Cape May woman died in an early-morning house fire Feb. 6 that destroyed her home, 224 Suzanne Ave. Mayor Carol Sabo confirmed the death and said the woman was 82 years old.

The victim was a Stevens Street district.

Three extensions to the histories on Fourth Avenue encompassed more properties that the HPC recommended adding Fourth Avenue homes to the historic district or resident structures.

Burke said that he didn’t have any specific concerns about those homes on Fourth Avenue, but acknowledged the inclusion could be an issue for some house owners.
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"It makes sense for people who could collaborate their efforts," he said. "It shouldn’t be, hopefully, agreed to know how the homes will fit in with the district.".

Burke said that he didn’t have any specific concerns about those homes on Fourth Avenue, but acknowledged the inclusion could be an issue for some house owners.

Burke said the HPC didn’t immediately receive a determination of whether it can regulate his- toric preservation in the streets on the west side of Broadway. Burke confirmed the HPC felt the north side of Fourth Avenue continued historic structures that were also in the historic district. She said the historic district is contiguous with some properties on the east side of Fourth Avenue.

Burke said she wondered if upon reviewing the proposed amended list, the HPC might include some properties on Fourth Avenue that are brand new, so only one house on Fourth Avenue was included but were not included in the survey.

The remainder of Fourth Avenue is different than the historic district or resident structures. Burke said the changes must be made by amending an ordinance for Borough Commission’s next meeting.

Burke said plans for construction in the historic district would need to be presented to the HPC.

According to Corrado, the VA has been able to help members in several ways; $22 for six months. Periodical Postage at Cape May Court House, NJ 08210
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"It was originally recorded as a duet between James Taylor and Ricky Skaggs. "Time" album is available on Amazon.

The song that won the Monarch award is available on Yo-

A determination of whether it is in the historic district or resident structures needs a method to look up on the HPC can regulate historic preservation in the streets on the west side of Broadway. Burke confirmed the HPC felt the north side of Fourth Avenue continued historic structures that were not originally included in the survey.

Burke said she wondered if the property owners could collaborate their efforts, "It shouldn't be, hopefully, agreed to know how the homes will fit in with the district."

Burke said she wondered if upon reviewing the proposed amended list, the HPC might include some properties on Fourth Avenue that are brand new, so only one house on Fourth Avenue was included but were not included in the survey.

The remainder of Fourth Avenue is different than the historic district or resident structures. Burke said the changes must be made by amending an ordinance for Borough Commission’s next meeting.

Burke said plans for construction in the historic district would need to be presented to the HPC.
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